Travelport enhances the visual hotel content in its Travel Commerce Platform
Agreement signed with Ice Portal, a hotel image distribution partner

Langley, UK
Dec 18, 2014
Travelport (NYSE:TVPT), a leading Travel Commerce Platform providing distribution,
technology, payment and other solutions for the $7 trillion global travel and tourism industry has
today announced a new agreement with ICE Portal to provide visual hotel content through
Travelport‟s Travel Commerce Platform.
Offering unrivalled hotel content continues to be a key component of Travelport‟s „Beyond Air‟
strategy and adding a new image provider will strengthen its distribution of visual content.
Specifically the partnership will:


Continue to advance Travelport‟s distribution of visual content to customers with ICE
Portal‟s collection of images from over 40,000 hotels and resorts.



Give hotel providers managing their visual content through ICE Portal‟s cloud based VisualICE CMS and Visual-ICE Web Services, the opportunity to reach all 67,000+ users of the
Travelport Travel Commerce Platform.



Enable travel agencies to enhance the selling experience for their customers, giving them fast
access to high resolution visual content from ICE Portal‟s content delivery network.

Both Travelport and ICE Portal recognize the valuable role that visual content plays in the travel
agency booking process and this partnership solidifies the dedication of both companies to
continually improving the booking experience.
The integration with ICE Portal is expected to launch in early 2015.
David Zimmer, Vice President of Product Development at Travelport commented: “Access to
hotel imagery is extremely important when shopping for hotels and provides travel agents with
the tools to assist with recommendations to their customers. We are thrilled to have ICE Portal on
board to further strengthen our ability to offer hotel providers a wide range of distribution options
for their content.”
“ICE Portal is extremely excited to be partnering with Travelport and this underlines our belief in
the power of providing the highest quality visual content to benefit hotels, travel agencies and
customers alike,” says Nick Blasi, Director of Operations at ICE Portal. “The new connection

will have positive impacts throughout the entire supply chain of visual content distribution and
we are looking forward to a long lasting partnership.”

